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10/6/98
Comparative Studies of National Character, JA

Seattle, WA and San Jose, CA

Date of Interview _______________________________
Time Interview Began: ________A.M.    _________P.M.
Place of Interview: 1) _____ R’s home    2) _____NDPC    3) _____JARC/M    4) _____Other
Gender (NOTE): 1) ________Female    2)_________Male

Respondent ID#________________________________

Interviewer’s Name: ____________________________________________________________

Thank you very much for your willingness to participate in this important survey.  As you
know, this survey is examining people’s social attitudes and the ways they see the world.  The
project is sponsored by the Institute of Statistical Mathematics in Tokyo and funded by the
Monbusho-the Japanese Ministry of Culture and Education.  Faculty involvement comes from
the University of Washington and Santa Clara University.

You have been chosen at random so that we can get an unbiased picture of the
community.  Moreover, your responses will be kept anonymous and confidential.  You will not be
identified by name with any response and your name will be removed from your answers when
they are entered into the computer.

I want to emphasize that your participation is completely voluntary.  If I ask a question
that you don’t want to answer, let me know and we’ll skip over it.  Again, most of the questions
are about your attitudes or views about issues, particularly social ones.  I think you’ll find them
interesting and will want to give them careful thought.

If you do not understand a question, please ask me to repeat it.  You may feel that some of
these questions repeat themselves in a more or less different form, but please bear with us and
respond to each question separately.  To make it easier to answer some of the questions that
have many possible responses, we’ve made cards with the response choices on them.   I will
hand each one to you as we get to the appropriate question.  Just tell me the number of the
answer you choose.

Do you have any questions up to this point?  If not, I’d like to begin by asking you some
background questions.
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(H77) Q1. What month and year were you born? ___________  ___________
           (MONTH)         (YEAR)

(H79) Q2. Where were you born (city and state)? _________  __________ ______________________
(CITY)       (STATE)     (COUNTRY IF NOT  U.S.)

(H83) Q3. Are you currently---married, living together, widowed, divorced, separated, or have you
never been married?
1_____Married
2_____Living together
3_____Widowed
4_____Divorced
5_____Separated
6_____Never been married (SKIP TO Q5)
9_____No answer (SKIP TO Q5)

Q4. What is (was) the ethnic background of your spouse?
       0_____Japanese American or Japanese
       1_____Other Asian Pacific American (ASK SPECIFIC ETHNICITY)_________________
       2_____Latino (ASK SPECIFIC ETHNICITY)____________________________________
       3_____African American (ASK SPECIFIC ETHNICITY)___________________________

 4_____European American (ASK SPECIFIC ETHNICTY)__________________________
 5_____Other (SPECIFY)___________________________________________
 8_____Don’t know

       9_____Not applicable

Now I have some questions about your education.

(H81) Q5. What was the highest grade you completed in elementary or high school?  (CODE EXACT
GRADE)____________________

(H81) Q6. Did you go to college?  If yes, how many years of college for credit have you completed---
not including schooling such as business college, technical or vocational school?
1_____Years
9_____Other (SPECIFY)_____________________________________________________

(H81) Q7. Do you have any college degrees?  (IF YES: ASK “What degree or degrees?”) CODE
HIGHEST DEGREE EARNED)___________________________________________
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Here are some questions about your work or job history.

(H82) Q8. Last year (1997), were you employed, partially employed, unemployed, retired, not
employed or in some other status?
1_____Employed full-time
2_____Employed part-time (SPECIFY NO. OF HOURS PER WEEK)________________
3_____Unemployed
4_____Retired
5_____Not employed
6_____Other (SPECIFY)____________________________________________________

(H82) Q9. What is (was) your main job?  (IF NOT NOW EMPLOYED BUT WAS PREVIOUSLY,
ASK “What was your last main job?”  IF TWO JOBS, DETERMINE WHICH IS THE
MAIN ONE.  PROBE CAREFULLY FOR SPECIFIC JOB, E.G., LATHE OPERATOR,
BANK TELLER, ETC.)
_______________________________________________________________________

(H82) Q10. IF ALREADY ANSWERED, CODE WITHOUT ASKING: Are (Were) you self-
employed or do (did) you work for someone else?
1_____Self-employed
2_____Work for someone else
3_____Both self-employed and work for someone else
4_____Other (SPECIFY)___________________________________________________

Now I would like to move on to some questions about being Japanese American.

(HJ07) Q11. Are you a Kibei, Nisei, Sansei, Yonsei or mixed generations?
1_____Issei
2_____Kibei
3_____Nisei
4_____Sansei
5_____Yonsei
6_____Mixed generations (e.g., Nisei mother, Issei father) (SPECIFY)________________
7_____Other (SPECIFY)____________________________________________________

(HJ16) Q12. Which of the following statements best describes your closest friends?
   1_____All of my closest friends are Japanese American or Japanese

2_____Most of my closest friends are Japanese American or Japanese
3_____Some of my closest friends are Japanese American or Japanese but I have some that

are not Japanese American or Japanese
4_____Most of my closest friends are not Japanese American or Japanese
5_____None of my closest friends are Japanese American or Japanese
6_____Other (SPECIFY)___________________________________________________
9_____Don’t know
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(HJ13) Q13. Think of your current three best friends.  How many are Japanese Americans?
0_____None
1_____One
2_____Two
3_____Three

(HJ18) Q14. If you are employed, which one of the following statements best describes your co-
workers or colleagues at the place where you work?
1_____All of my co-workers are Japanese American or Japanese
2_____Most of my co-workers are Japanese American or Japanese
3_____Some of my co-workers are Japanese American or Japanese but some are not
4_____Most of my co-workers are not Japanese American or Japanese
5_____None of my co-workers are Japanese American or Japanese
6_____Other (SPECIFY)_________________
9_____Don’t know
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Q15. (HAND R CARD Q15)  Please read through this list and tell me, which of these kinds of
organizations you currently belong to, if any.  Give the name of each organization you
belong to.  Is the membership mainly Japanese American, Asian Pacific American, or non-
Asian American?  (REPEAT QUESTION FOR ALL ORGANIZATION TYPES ON
LIST)

Type of Org.                   Organizations         1-JA     2-APA       3-NON-APA

a. Church or Church
    Connected _______________     _____    ______     ___________

b. Business or
    Professional _______________     _____    ______     ___________

c. Labor Union           _______________      _____    ______    ____________

d. Veterans                 _______________      _____    ______    ____________

e. Fraternal (e.g.,
    Kiwanis, Lions)     _______________      _____    ______    ____________

f. Cultural or Arts      _______________     _____    ______     ____________

g. Political (e.g.,
    Democratic, JACL) ______________     _____    ______      ____________

h. Neighborhood (e.g.,
   (e.g., homeowners)  ______________     _____    ______     ____________

i. Civic/Welfare          ______________     _____    ______     ____________

j. Community             ______________      _____    ______     ____________

k. Parent-Teacher       ______________      _____    ______     ____________

l. Country Club           ______________     _____    ______      ____________

m. Other (SPECIFY)  _______________   _____    ______      ____________
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Q16. Which group are you most involved with? _______________________________________

(HJ17) Q17.  Overall, what is the ethnic makeup of the organizations that you belong to?
1_____Members of the organizations I belong to are mostly Japanese Americans
2_____Members of the organizations I belong to are generally ethnically mixed.
3_____Members of the organizations I belong to are mostly Euro-American.
4_____Other (SPECIFY)_____________________________________________________
9_____Don’t know

Q18. (HAND R CARD Q18)  How much do you feel a part of the Japanese American
community in this area?  A great deal, quite a bit, somewhat, very little, or not at all?
1_____A great deal
2_____Quite a bit
3_____Somewhat
4_____Very little
5_____Not at all
9_____Not applicable

#3.1a (H62a) Q19. I would like to ask you a few questions about religion.  Do you have any personal
religious faith?
1_____Yes
2_____No (SKIP TO Q23)
9_____Don’t know

#3.1b (H62b) Q20. If yes, what religion is this?
0_____Buddhism
1_____Protestantism
2_____Catholicism
3_____Judaism
4_____Other (SPECIFY)___________________________________________________

Q21. Are you a member of any particular church or temple?
0_____No (SKIP TO Q23)
1_____Yes
2_____Other (SPECIFY)__________________________________________________

Q22. Does this church or temple have a predominantly Japanese American or non-Japanese
American membership?
1_____Japanese American
2_____Non-Japanese American
3_____Other (SPECIFY)___________________________________________________
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#3.2 (H63) Q23. Without reference to any of the established religions, do you think that a religious
attitude is important or not?

 1_____Important
 2_____Not important
 3_____Other (SPECIFY)___________________________________________________
 9_____Don’t know

#3.3 (H64) Q24.  Some people say that although there are many different religions in the world, each
with their own beliefs, their teachings really amount to the same thing.  Would you agree
with this or disagree?
1_____Agree
2_____Disagree
3_____Other (SPECIFY)___________________________________________________
9_____Don’t know

(HJ01) Q25. Do you regularly read a Japanese American newspaper other than the Pacific Citizen
(such as the North American Post or Hokubei Mainichi)?
0_____No
1_____Yes
2_____Sometimes
3_____Other (SPECIFY)____________________________________________________

Q26. Do you attend at least one kenjinkai or kenjinkai-related event (e.g., a meeting,  picnic),
every year?
0_____No
1_____Yes
3_____Other (SPECIFY)____________________________________________________

Q27. I’m going to mention a number of different situations and I’d like you to tell me in which,
if any, of them you see a difference between Japanese American and Caucasian ways of
doing things.  Do you see a difference in . . . . .

     0-NO        1-YES          8-DK          9-OTHER

A. Day-to-day business activities               _____        _____        _______       _______

B. Social activities                                      _____        _____        _______       _______

C. Church-related activities                        _____        _____        _______       _______

D. Dealings with family and relatives        _____        _____        _______       _______
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(HJ12) Q28. (HAND R  CARD Q28)  Here is a list of businesses and services.  Which of these that
you use are run by Japanese Americans and which are run by non-Japanese Americans?
(Check both Col. 0 and Col. 1 if both apply).

 0-JA         1-NON-JA          9-OTHER

A. Asian Food Store _____        _________          ________

B. Grocery Store _____       _________          ________

C. Restaurant _____        _________          ________

D. Medical Doctor _____       _________          ________

E. Dentist _____        _________          ________

F. Optometrist/Optician _____        _________          ________

G. Lawyer _____        _________          ________

H. Service Station/Garage _____        _________          ________

I. Drug Store _____       _________          ________

J. Insurance Agency  _____        _________          ________

K. Other Retail Business _____        _________          ________

L. Other Professional _____        _________          ________

Q29. As an adult, how much discrimination have you experienced because of your Japanese
background?  Would you say none, a minimal amount, quite a bit, or a great deal?
0_____None
1_____Minimal amount
2_____Quite a bit
3_____A great deal
4_____Other (SPECIFY)_____________________________________________________
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Q30. Why did you answer this way?________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Q31. (HAND R CARD Q31) Currently, in areas like Los Angeles and San Francisco where
Japanese American basketball teams and leagues are popular, there is controversy over
whether youth of other ethnicities should be allowed to play.   What is your feeling about
this issue?
1_____Only persons with some Japanese ancestry should be allowed to play
2_____Should limit the number of non-Japanese to a small specific number or specific

percentage
3_____The teams and leagues should be open to everyone
4_____Other (SPECIFY)_____________________________________________________

Q32. Why do you feel this way about the sports teams?_________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Q33. If it becomes necessary for you to live in an assisted living or a nursing facility, would you
prefer it be Japanese American or mainstream American?
1_____Japanese American
2_____Mainstream American
3_____Doesn’t matter
4_____Other (SPECIFY)_____________________________________________________
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Q34. Why did you answer the question about the assisted living or nursing facility the way you

did?_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

(HAND R Q35 THROUGH Q50 SHEETS)  Now I’d like to ask you to answer the next set of
questions on your own.  The questions all have the same format.  If you strongly disagree with
the statement, circle 1, if you disagree circle 2, if you somewhat disagree circle 3, and so on.
When you have answered all of the questions, just hand the sheets back to me.  Do you have any
questions?
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Respondents ID#____________________

Self-Administered Questions

On the following questions, please circle the response that best represents your feeling.
For example, if you “Somewhat Agree” with the statement, circle “5”  If you have any questions,
just ask me.

Q35. When I am with others, I express my true feelings rather than try to make others
comfortable.

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Somewhat Disagree  Neutral   Somewhat Agree   Agree   Strongly Agree

                1                  2                   3                 4                 5                6              7

Q36. I dislike being in organizations where the responsibility for leadership is unclear.

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Somewhat Disagree  Neutral  Somewhat Agree   Agree   Strongly Agree

             1                 2                    3                   4                  5               6              7

Q37. When discussing issues, I tend to say the first thing that comes into my head.

Strongly Disagree  Disagree   Somewhat Disagree  Neutral  Somewhat Agree   Agree  Strongly Agree

1                  2                   3                  4                 5                6               7

Q38. I find myself feeling more socially awkward when I am in the company of non-Japanese
Americans than when in the company of Japanese Americans.

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Somewhat Disagree  Neutral   Somewhat Agree   Agree   Strongly Agree

1                 2                    3                  4                   5             6              7

Q39. When I am in a strange group, it takes me a long time to be able to express my thoughts.

Strongly Disagree  Disagree   Somewhat Disagree  Neutral  Somewhat Agree   Agree   Strongly Agree

1                 2                    3                  4                 5                6                7
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Q40. At times, I am overly concerned with trying to anticipate the needs of the other person.

Strongly Disagree  Disagree   Somewhat Disagree  Neutral  Somewhat Agree   Agree   Strongly Agree

              1                 2                     3                  4                 5                6               7

Q41. In meetings, I express my views regardless of whether others agree with them.

      Strongly Disagree   Disagree   Somewhat Disagree   Neutral   Somewhat Agree   Agree   Strongly Agree
           

1                   2                     3                  4                 5                6               7

Q42. I feel most socially at ease when I am in the company of fellow (Nisei/Sansei/Yonsei –
your generation).

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Somewhat Disagree   Neutral   Somewhat Agree   Agree   Strongly Agree

1        2                    3                  4                   5               6             7

Q43. When in a group, which must make a decision, I am the type to try to find a position that
everyone (or nearly everyone) can support.

Strongly Disagree   Disagree   Somewhat Disagree  Neutral   Somewhat Agree  Agree   Strongly Agree
  

            1                   2                     3                 4                 5               6               7

Q44. When working on a difficult task, I prefer working alone rather than in a group.
   

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Somewhat Disagree   Neutral   Somewhat Agree   Agree   Strongly Agree
                       
                        1                  2                    3                  4                5                6              7

Q45. I prefer groups where, to decide issues, everyone has their say and then votes as opposed
to discussing things until a consensus is reached.

Strongly Disagree     Disagree   Somewhat Disagree   Neutral   Somewhat Agree  Agree   Strongly Agree

                       1                    2                     3                  4                 5               6               7
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Q46.  I like working in groups where there is a clear leadership structure.

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Somewhat Disagree  Neutral  Somewhat Agee   Agree   Strongly Agree

            1                 2                    3                  4                  5               6             7

Q47. A good leader always tries to achieve consensus with his or her followers rather than
just telling them what to do.

Strongly Disagree    Disagree  Somewhat Disagree   Neutral   Somewhat Agree   Agree   Strongly Agree

1          2                    3                   4                 5              6               7

Q48. I prefer working in a group where everyone agrees on the decision rather than where
decisions are made by majority vote.

               Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Somewhat Disagree   Neutral   Somewhat Agree   Agree   Strongly Agree
  
     1 2 3 4                 5               6              7

Q49. When I am with  non-Japanese Americans, I tend to talk less than when I am with
Japanese Americans.

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Somewhat Disagree   Neutral   Somewhat Agree   Agree    Strongly Agree

1                 2                    3                  4                  5               6              7

Q50. I feel more comfortable working with other people to solve a difficult problem rather than
working on my own.

Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Somewhat Disagree   Neutral   Somewhat Agree   Agree   Strongly Agree

    1                 2                   3                    4                    5             6              7
   

When you are finished, please hand these questions back to the interviewer.
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Thank you.  Now I’d like to continue asking you questions.  Most of these have to do with
Japanese values and cultural practices.

#4.11(H11) Q51. Would you say you are, on the whole, more inclined than the average American to
respect  your  ancestors or less?

1_____More than the average American
2_____Less than the average American
3_____Average
4_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)_____________________________________________
5_____Don’t know

#4.10 (H12) Q52. If you had no children, would you think it desirable to adopt a child in order to
continue    the family line, even if there is no blood relationship?  Or do you not think this
is important?

1_____Would adopt in order to keep the family line
2_____Would not adopt
3_____Depends
4_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)______________________________________________
5_____Don’t know

Q53. (HAND R CARD Q53)  During the last four weeks have you suffered from any of the
following (READ EACH IN TURN)?

                   Yes            No    Don’t know
#2.80A 1. Headaches/migraines 1 2 3
#2.80B 2. Backaches 1 2 3
#2.80C 3. Nervousness 1 2 3
#2.80D 4. Depression 1 2 3
#2.80E 5. Insomnia 1 2 3

#2.8 (H18) Q54. If you were to get enough money to live as comfortably as you would like for the rest
of your life, would you continue to work or would you stop working?
1_____Continue to work
2_____Stop working
3_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)______________________________________________
4_____Don’t know

#7.24 (H20) Q55. (HAND R CARD Q55)  Here are some of the things people usually take into
account in relation to their work.  Which one would you personally place first?
1_____A good salary so that you do not have any worries about money
2_____A safe job with no risk of closing down or unemployment
3_____Working with people you like
4_____Doing an important job which gives you a feeling of accomplishment
5_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)__________________________________________
6_____Don’t know
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#2.4 (H22)  Q56. (HAND R CARD Q56)  There are all sorts of attitudes toward life.  Which one of the
following statements would you say comes closest to your way of life?

1_____Work hard and get rich
2_____Study earnestly and make a name for yourself
3_____Don’t think about money or fame; just live a life that suits your own taste
4_____Live each day as it comes, cheerfully and without worrying
5_____Resist all evils in the world and live a pure and just life
6_____Never think of yourself, give everything in service of society
7_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)__________________________________________
8_____Don’t know

#2.3F (H23) Q57.  (HAND R CARD Q57)  How do you feel about the quality of life in the area where
you live?

1_____Very satisfied
2_____Fairly satisfied
3_____Fairly dissatisfied
4_____Very dissatisfied
5_____Don’t know

  
Q58. (HAND R CARD Q58) Using this scale, where ‘7’ is “very important,” and ‘1’ is “not

important at all,” can you tell me how important each of the following is to you?

            Not important                                    Very                   Not  
                 at all                                           important        applicable

#5.81A(H27a) 1.Your immediate family    1       2        3      4      5       6       7              8
      and children, if you have any

#5.81B(H27b) 2. Career and work 1 2 3  4 5       6       7                     8
#5.81C(H27c) 3. Free time and relaxation  1       2       3  4 5       6       7                     8
#5.81D(H27d) 4.Friends and acquaintances1 2 3  4   5       6       7                     8
#5.91E(H27e) 5.Parents, brothers, sisters,  1      2 3     4   5       6       7                     8

 and other relatives
#5.81F(H27f)  6. Religion and church        1 2 3  4 5 6 7                    8
#5.91G(H27g) 7. Politics 1 2 3  4 5 6 7                    8

 #2.3C (H28) Q59. (HAND R CARD Q59) All things considered, how satisfied are you with your
family life—the time you spend and the things you do with members of your family?  Just
call off the letter which comes closest to your feelings.
1_____Completely satisfied
2_____Somewhat satisfied
3_____Neither completely satisfied nor completely dissatisfied (neutral)
4_____Somewhat dissatisfied
5_____Completely dissatisfied
6_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)___________________________________________
7_____Don’t know
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 #7.1 (H32) Q60. Some people say that with the development of science and technology, life becomes
more convenient, but at the same time a lot of human feeling is lost.  Do you agree with
this opinion or do you disagree?

1_____Agree
2_____Disagree
3_____Undecided/it depends
4_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)______________________________________________
5_____Don’t know

 #4.5 (H33) Q61. In bringing up children of elementary school age, some people think they should be
taught as early as possible that money is one of the most important things in life.  Do you
agree with this or not?

1_____Agree
2_____Disagree
3_____Undecided/it depends
4_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)______________________________________________
5_____Don’t know

#8.1B (H34) Q62. Some people say that if we get outstanding political leaders, the best way to
improve the country is for the people to leave everything to them, rather than for the people
to discuss things among themselves.  Do you agree with this, or disagree?

1_____Agree
2_____Disagree
3_____Undecided/it depends
4_____Other(PLEASE SPECIFY)_____________________________________________
5_____Don’t know

 #2.1 (H35) Q63. If you think something is right, do you think you should go ahead and do it even if it
is contrary to usual custom, or do you think you are less apt to make a mistake if you
follow custom?

1_____Go ahead even if contrary
2_____Follow custom
3_____Undecided/it depends
4_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)_____________________________________________
5_____Don’t know

#7.2 (H36) Q64. Some people say that no matter how mechanized the world gets, nothing can reduce
the richness of human feelings.  Do you agree with this opinion, or do you disagree?

1_____Agree
2_____Disagree
3_____Undecided/it depends
4_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)______________________________________________
5_____Don’t know
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#4.30 (H37) Q65. Do you agree with the following statement: “Home is the only place where I can
relax and feel good”?
1_____Yes
2_____No
3_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)_____________________________________________
4_____Don’t know

#4.4 (H40) Q66. Suppose that a child comes home and says that he has heard a rumor that his teacher
had done something to get himself into trouble, and suppose that the parent knows this to
be true.  Do you think it is better for the parent to tell the child the truth, or to deny it?

1_____Tell the truth
2_____Deny it
3_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)______________________________________________
4_____Don’t know

 #5.1(H41) Q67. (HAND R CARD Q67)  Imagine this situation.  Mr. A was orphaned at an early age
and was brought up by Mr. B, a kind neighbor.  Mr. B gave him a good education, sent him
to a university, and now Mr. A has become the president of a company.  One day he gets a
telegram saying that Mr. B, who brought him up, is seriously ill and asking if he would
come at once.  This telegram arrives as he is going to an important meeting, which will
decide whether his firm is to go bankrupt or to survive.  Which of the following things do
you think he should do?

1_____Leave everything and go back home
2_____However worried he might be about Mr. B, he should go to the meeting
3_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)____________________________________________
4_____Don’t know

#5.1b (H42) Q68. (HAND R CARD Q68)  The last question supposed that Mr. B had taken him in as
an orphan in his youth and brought him up.  Suppose that it was his real father who was
seriously ill.  Which would have been your answer then?

1_____Leave everything and go back home
2_____However worried he might be about his father, he should go to the meeting
3_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)____________________________________________
4_____Don’t know

#2.5 (H43) Q69. (HAND R CARD Q69)  Here are three opinions about man and nature.  Which one of
these do you think is closest to the truth?

1_____In order to be happy, man must follow nature
2_____In order to be happy, man must make use of nature
3_____In order to be happy, man must conquer nature
4_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)____________________________________________
5_____Don’t know
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#7.4 (H44) Q70. (HAND R CARD Q70)  Please choose from among the following statements the one
with which you agree the most.

1_____If individuals are made happy, then and only then will the country as a whole
improve

2_____If the country as a whole improves, then and only then can individuals be made
happy

3_____Improving the country and making individuals happy are the same thing
4_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)___________________________________________
5_____Don’t know

#5.1d (H45) Q71. (HAND R CARD Q71)  If you were asked to choose the two most important items
listed on this card, which two would you choose?

1_____Respect for parents
2_____Repaying people who have helped you in the past
3_____Respect for the rights of the individual
4_____Respect for the freedom of the individual
5_____Other answers (PLEASE SPECIFY)____________________________________
6_____Don’t know

#5.6h (H46) Q72. (HAND R CARD Q72)  Whom do you consider more desirable as a person?
1_____Mr. S who is friendly and can be counted on to help others but is not an

efficient worker
2_____Mr. T who is an efficient worker but is indifferent to the worries and affairs of others
3_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)___________________________________________
4_____Don’t know

#2.2b (H47) Q73. (HAND R CARD Q73)  Which of the two people described on this card would you
like best?

1_____A person who stresses his/her own principles rather than achieving a consensus
among other group members

2_____A person who stresses the importance of achieving a consensus among group
members rather than maintaining his/her own principles

3_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)___________________________________________
        4_____Don’t know

#5.1c1(H48) Q74. (HAND R CARD Q74)  Suppose that you are the president of a company.  The
company decides to employ one person, and then carries out an employment examination.
The supervisor in charge reports to you saying, “Your relative who took the examination
got the second highest grade.  But I believe that either your relative or the candidate who
got the highest grade would be satisfactory.  What shall we do? “  In such a case, which
person would you employ?
1_____One with the highest grade

  2_____Your relative
  3_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)___________________________________________
  4_____Don’t know
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#5.1c2 (H49) Q75. (HAND R CARD Q75)  In the last question we supposed that the one getting the
second highest grade was your relative.  Suppose that the one who got the second highest
grade was the son of parents to whom you felt indebted.  Which person would you
employ?

 1_____One with the highest grade
 2_____Son of your benefactor
 3_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)___________________________________________
 4_____Don’t know

#5.6 (H50) Q76. (HAND R CARD Q76)  Suppose you are working in a firm.  Which of the following
department chiefs would you prefer to work under?
1_____A man who always sticks to the work rules and never demands any unreasonable

work, but who, on the other hand, never does anything for you personally in matters
not connected with work.

2_____A man who sometimes demands extra work in spite of rules against it, but who, on
the other hand, looks after you personally in matters not connected with work

3_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)___________________________________________
4_____Don’t know

#2.12 (H51) Q77. Would you say that most of the time, people try to be helpful, or that they are mostly
just looking out for themselves?
1_____Try to be helpful

  2_____Looking out for themselves
3_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)_____________________________________________
4_____Don’t know

#2.12c (H53) Q78. Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted or that you
can’t be too careful in dealing with people?
1_____Can be trusted
2_____Can’t be too careful
3_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)_____________________________________________
4_____Don’t know

Q79. (HAND R CARD 79) Using the answers on this card, would you tell me how much you
agree or disagree with the following statements (READ EACH IN TURN).

      Strongly     Agree to      Disagree to      Strongly       Don’t
         agree     some extent   some extent      disagree        know

#7.83 1. There are some illnesses 1         2                 3                    4            5
that are better treated by

  methods that modern
  medicine does not
  recognize
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#7.84 2. Some day science will  1 2   3 4 5
     permit the complete
     understanding of the 
     functioning of the
     human mind

#7.85 3. Most of the social and             1 2 3 4 5
             economic problems we

 face today will be resolved
 by the advancement of
 science and technology

Q80.  (HAND R CARD Q80)  How likely do you think it is that we will see each of the
following things in the next 25 years?  Very likely, possible but not too likely, or not at all
likely (READ EACH IN TURN).

        Very    Possible but       Not at all          Don’t
        likely    not too likely        likely             know

#7.86a 1.  A safe method for the 1 2 3 4
  long term storage or disposal
  of waste products from
  nuclear power plants

#7.86b 2.  A cure for common  1 2 3 4
  forms of cancer

#7.86c 3.  A cure for senility 1 2 3 4

#7.86d 4.  People living in space 1 2 3 4
  stations

Q81. (HAND R CARD Q81)  Would you say that you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion
towards each of the following ideas?  (READ EACH IN TURN)

       Favorable                    Unfavorable            Don’t
        opinion              It depends          opinion                 know

#8.2e(H67a) 1.  Democracy  1     2       3          4
#8.2f(H67b) 2.  Capitalism    1 2 3 4
#8.2h(H67c) 3.  Socialism 1 2 3 4
#8.2g(H67d) 4.  Liberalism 1 2 3 4

(H67e) 5.  Conservatism 1 2 3 4
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Q82.  (HAND R CARD Q82)  In your unit, what qualifications should a good leader have?
Please select the three most important ones.
1_____Technical expertise
2_____Fair to workers
3_____Respected and liked by workers
4_____Serious, responsible
5_____Good outside relations, know a lot of people
6_____Sincere toward colleagues
7_____Decisive, resolute
8_____Good judgment
9_____Bring benefits to workers

         10____Seniority
         11____Good class background

12____Nothing/Don’t know

Q83  (HAND R CARD Q83)  The next statements are comments made by two airline companies
about airplane safety.  Which one most closely reflects your feeling?
1_____Airline A: Our company has never had a major accident or crash.  As our record

shows, our company’s airplanes are absolutely safe.
2_____Airline B: Our company takes accidents very seriously.  We pay special attention to

avoiding accidents and we make every effort to adopt prudent policies.
3_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)___________________________________________

(H88) Q84. Have you ever visited Japan?
1_____No (SKIP TO Q86)
2_____Yes, once
3_____Yes, 2-5 times
4_____Yes, 6-10 times
5_____Yes, 11 or more times
6_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)____________________________________________
7_____Don’t know

(HJ11) Q85.  Have you ever lived in Japan for any length of time?
1_____No
2_____Yes (IF YES, “how long have you lived there?”)___________________________
3_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)____________________________________________
4_____Don’t know

Q86.  Have you ever attended school in Japan?  If yes, how many years did you complete?
  1_____No

2_____Years (PLEASE SPECIFY)
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(HJ09) Q87. How well do you use Japanese?
1_____Fluently
2_____Passably
3_____I can understand it, but I cannot speak it
4_____Very poorly
5_____Not at all
6_____Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)___________________________________________

   
Q88. (HAND R CARD Q88) In which of these groups did your total annual family income

(individual income if single or both spouses if married), from all sources, fall last year
before taxes?  Just tell me the number.
1_____Under 9,9999 10_____$90,000  to   $99,999
2_____$10,000 to 19,999 11_____ $100,000  to  $119,999
3_____$20,000 to 29,999 12_____$120,000  to  $139,000
4_____$30,000 to 39,999 13_____$140,000 to  $159,000
5_____$40,000 to 49,999 14_____$ Over  $160,000
6_____$50,000 to 59,999 15_____No answer
7_____$60,000 to 69,999 16_____Don’t know
8_____$70,000 to 79,999 17_____Not applicable
9 _____$80,000 to 89,999

Thank you very much for your help with this long interview.  We hope you found it
interesting.  Obviously, without all of the help from individuals like yourself in the Japanese
community, this project would not be possible.  It is our feeling that these things should be
documented both for future generations of Japanese Americans and the general public.

          Would you like a summary of the findings?  We would be happy to send you a copy as soon
as it is available.  If so, please write your name and address on this card.

 Interview Ended: _____A.M. _____P.M.

(INTERVIEWER: NOTE THE FOLLOWING ITEM, DO NOT ASK R)

Q89. Cooperativeness of R:
1____Very cooperative
2____Cooperative
3____Indifferent (EXPLAIN)_________________________________________________
4____Uncooperative (EXPLAIN)______________________________________________

Q90. During the interview, did the interviewee ask you to show him/her the questionnaire? (Not
the cards but the actual questionnaire itself)?
1____Yes
2____No    
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